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•possibilities in the case, lie has escaped so lish the identity of the Roman town a t
:far the maker ol monographs, only to fall Silchester with the Ca'lleva, or Calleva Atinto the kindly hands ot Emilio Londi, trebatum, of the Antonine Itineraries. Sevwhose "Alesso Baldovinetti, Plttore Fior- eral architectural fragments of the temple
•entino, con I'Aggiunta del suoi Ricordi," is have also been unearthed, but only the
published by Alfani e Venturi, Florence. inner .area of the building has as yet been
'This little study Is informed with good explored. When the surroundings are opensente and keeps clear ot hero worship. In ed up, it is hoped that enough of the origithe msiu, .it is a compilation and criticism nal fragments may be recovered to recon•ot recent scattered investigations, but Sig- struct the temple.
ner Londi's original suggestions are always
worthy of consideration. He attributes,_£or
•example, the St. Nicholas predellas, in the
Casa Buonarotti to Baldovinetti. On such
a point one must r,eserve judgment. At
least no better ascription has as yet been
THE PREMIUM ON CURRENCY.
•made. Signer Londi also raises the possiDuring
this financial crisis New York
bility that Baldovinetti may have been the
•teacher of Piero Pollaiuolo, and in a sense has witnessed a phenomenon not seen since
the conveyer of the tradifion of Domenlco the panic of 1893, and rare in any market
Voneziano to the later realists. This sup- •of the world—a premium on currency, paid
;pc3iticn has something for it, but a little in the form of checks on solvent banks. In
study of the decorative painting of the the early stages of 'the present panic, one
•time (cassone front's notably), such, tor in- of the incidents was the practical stopof business
in foreign ex:stance. as William Rankin is making in tha ping
•hiirUngton Magazine, will demonstrate the change, because our credit was uncerwide diffusion of Domenico's influence. I t tain, and bankers were unable to borrow
seems an exaggeration, then, to make Bal- money for the importation of gold. Gold is
dovinetti the chief inheritor of the new engaged tor import through purchase in
tradition. In the main the little pamphlet, New York of a draft on London for the
with its adequate illustrations, may be cor- amount desired; this draft, sold by a banking house with London connections, may
• dially recommended.
be cashed in London and used a t once to
At the eighteenth annual exhibition of draw gold. But, obviously, before the operthe New. York Water Color Club, now open ation can be completed, the purchase mo:at the American Fine Arts Gallleries on ney must be raised through a bank loan, and
West Fifty-seventh Street, F . Luis Mora paid >in New York City. On the 24th and 25th
:has won the Beals prize for the best water- of October, the money simply could not be
color, with his Vacation Time—three wo- raised; not until the banks, on October 26,
men and two men in the stern of a sail- decided on the issue of Clearing House
certificates was this part of the operation
•boat.made possible.
At Montross's gallery a n exhibition ot
Once these facilities had been restored,
water-colors and pastels will be open till
November 23. Among the artists repre- engagement of gold in London began- in
.sented.are Horatio Walker, J. Alden Weir, quantity. The first engagements were
legitimate on any basis of exchange, beElliot Daingerfield, George H. Clements, D.
cause the rate on London had fallen to
W. Tryon, Childe Hassam, and W. L. La-.
4.81, whereas 4.84 is normally the point a t
throp. At Macbe'th's there are pictures by
which English gold may be ordered for
American painters, dead and living, includimport a t a profit. Moreover, American
ing George Inness, William Keith, Ernest bankers had made large drafts against exLawson, C. B. Coman, William Sartain, A. ported grain and cotton. But in the ex»C. Davies. Jerome Meyer, and George Luks. isting state.of the New York market, with
For a number of years excavations have reserve money imperatively needed, inbeen going on at Silchester, in Hampshire, quiries for sterling • bills as a 'basis for
England, where a whole Roman town has importation of gold soon far surpass"been gradually unearthed. . This season's ed the volume properly authorized by
work has closed with the discovery of what these commercial bills. So keen was the
is perhaps the most interesting relic of Ro- bidding to get gold for import, that, as
man times ifound in the north. I t i s a against the rate ot 4.81 for sight sterling
•small square temple, the ground plan of bills on October 26, the price had risen to
which is still in perfect preservation, show- 4.88 a weel:: later, and was said, in some
ing a floor about twelve feet by fourteen. instances, to have touched 4.90 at the openThe outer walls are about thirty-six feet ing of the present week. But since 4.88%
•square, with a wide entrance on the eastern is the rate a t which,, ordinarily, gold may
:side. Against the western wall is the base actually be exported with a profit from
New York to London, the use of these highof a platform, which evidently supported
priced drafts on London for engagement of
•the image of the deity. Of the latter, sevforeign gold indicated abnormal conditions.
eral fragments h_ave. been'found, which give
Soon it became manifest what this unusual
us an idea of its original form. The figure
factor was. 'Institutions or individuals in
is bearded and wears a long cloak and urgent need of cash for their reserves. In
•greaves ornamented with lions' heads. A order to get gold by the next English
fragment of one of the hands, is grasping steamer, actually bid a premium for the
some object, which appears to be the lower cash delivered in New York. Thus, if gold
•end of a. cornucopia. An inscription, also could commonly be imported a t . a profit
'found recently, contains the word "Marti," with exchange at 4.84%, the offer of a prewhich suggests that the temple may have mium of 3-or 4 per cent, would make posbeen dedicated to Mars, ot whose image the sible what actually occurred this week and
unearthed fragments probably formed part. last—importation of gold with exchange a t
'On another fragmentary inscription occurs the exporting point.
.the word ,''Callev£e," which helps to estab-
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To such operations, however, some limit
must be set. If the only restriction were
the needs of the importer, any premium
could conceivably be bid, and the gold reserves of a European bank could be drawn
on so long as that bank continued to pay
gold freely. But no institution could permit
such a drain without making a t least an effort to check I't. The Bank -of England, having on Thursday of last week advanced its
official discount rate from 4% to 5 per cent.,
held a special meeting on Monday of this
week and moved the rate up to 6. This action, putting a higher price on money, made
the transfer of gold from London to "New
York more costly. For the time, however,
the expedient did not check the movement,
and the bidding for gold continued with exchange well above the normal export point.
The final result ot such conditions, which
the London dispatches frankly describe as
"barbaric," can be only guessed at. But as
a matter of fact, the actual arrival this
week of the first consignments of gold from
London should stop these panicky bids.
This is not the first adoption of this
emergency expedient to relieve a panic.
Many people have forgotten the interesting
way in which it was employed in 1893. At
the crisis of that panic, when the deadlock
of credit seemed for a time to be complete,
and when shutting the Stock Exchange had
been actually discussed in the governing
committee, relief through foreign, exchange
was forced in the same way as on the present occasion. In 1893 the main objective
point was esitablished by a different,
mechanism. During the panic of the past
two weeks the actual premium on imported
gold has been paid, so far as can be ascertained, chiefly by banks directly to 'international banking houses. In 1893 'the main purpose was the drawing of hoarded currency
out ot its hiding places in this country.
With that end in view, one or two Wall
Street brokers advertised an offer to pay
in certified checks on New York banks a
premium of 1% per cent, for any kind of
currency.. Such an offer meant . that the
banks had largely suspended cash payments
on checks, for otherwise no broker would
give a check for $101.50 on a solvent institution in exchange for $100 worth of bills
or coin. As a matter of fact, the banks
had not formally suspended, but they were
generally refusing, from sheer inability, to
pay cash for large ohecks. Somewhat the
same situation has arisen in 'the past two
weeks, but with this important difference:
'that to-day • cash for the payrolls of employers has almost invariably been provided, wherfeas, in 1893 'it was precisely
such requirements which were not met.
Employers of labor, wi'th their large
weekly or monthly payments, could not
wait,^ and it was they, directly or
through their banks, who had . employed the Wall Street brokers to announce
the premium for currency. The offer was an
experiment. Its result, however, as regards
the drawing out ot the hoarded money was
successful. Within two weeks a sum of cash
estimated by the brokers a t not less than
$15,000,000, was delivered in exchange for
the checks. This $15,000,000 was, it should
be observed, entirely independent of such
gold as the market then obtained • through
foreign exchange. In all, $48,000,000 in gold
was brought from Europe during the stress
of 1893, and of this between-$10,000,000 and
$20,000.^" oame, like the. gold imports of
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